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Introduction: the Kyoto attempt 

1990s: US experience with emissions trading (but not for GHG) 

1992-97: The EU fails to introduce a carbon tax 

1997: The Kyoto Protocol creates the first and largest cap-and-trade 
system for GHG emissions 

• Top-down, state level, relies on absolute reduction targets from Annex I 
countries  

• Coverage: ~25% of global emissions (w/o US & Canada) 

• Links with developing countries through project-based mechanisms 

 

The Kyoto market: 

AAUs: Large coverage but no real price emerging (USA & Canada 
withdrawal, economic crisis…) 

CERs and ERUs: Success of project based mechanisms, but not 
thanks to demand from the AAU market 
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Carbon pricing in Europe: the EU ETS 

• Kyoto did not generate a credible international carbon price 

• Nevertheless, the Kyoto framework triggered initiatives in Annex I 
countries (mainly the EU + Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Switz.) 

• 2003: The EU ETS, a multinational GHG cap-and-trade system, is voted 
to facilitate Member States’ achievement of Kyoto targets 

Phase 1 

2005-07 

Phase 2 

2008-12 

Phase 3 

2013-20 

Countries 
EU 25 + Romania and 

Bulgaria in 2007 

EU 27 + Norway, 

Liechtenstein and Iceland 

EU 28 + Norway, 

Liechtenstein and Iceland 

Gases CO2 CO2 + N2O opt-in CO2, N2O and PFC 

Sectors 

Electricity and heat, 

Refineries, Iron and 

steel, Cement, Glass, 

Ceramics, Paper 

 Same sectors 

 Aviation from 2012 on 

(mainly EU domestic) 

 Same sectors 

 Chemicals 

 Aluminium 

 Capture, transport 

and storage of CO2 

Target ~0% /2005 -6% /2005 -21%/2005 
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Carbon pricing in Europe: the EU ETS 

1. High expectations, discussion of the 2020 targets and policy package 

2. Economic crisis, slow recovery 

3. Offsets, policy interactions, debt crisis, ETS reform debate 

 The system is expanding and a price is generated. Is it credible enough ? 

1 2 3 30€ 

5€ 
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Carbon taxes in Europe 

• Different initiatives of explicit carbon pricing, mainly through taxes on 
fossil fuels 

• Generally excluding the ETS sectors. Very different rates, tax basis, 
depending on the country, fuel, sector… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 Different initiatives since the 90s, low coverage compared to the 
potential scope of EU non-ETS emissions, still very different price signals 

Country Year introduced 
Rate in 2014 

(€/tCO2) 

Finland 1990 18 

Sweden 1991 40-125 

Norway 1991 20-80 

Denmark 1992 5-80 

Switzerland 2008 50 

Ireland 2010 20 

France 2014 7 
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Carbon pricing in Europe: main lessons 

Europe has been innovative, and presented itself as a leader in large 
scale carbon pricing 

• Effective and quick launch 

• Around half of EU emissions are covered by a price, either by the 
EU ETS or carbon taxes 

 

But Europe has not totally succeeded in establishing one credible price 

• The ETS price signal is subject to a lack of credibility over time, 
and does not seem to send the necessary medium-long term 
incentive 

• Carbon taxes exist but are limited in coverage, and rates are not 
harmonized 

• Experience with offsets: good to extend the price signal, but can 
destabilize the market equilibrium 
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Carbon pricing in the US – Context  

• Acid Rain Program (sulfur): experience with a direct federal cap-
and-trade system under the 1990 CAA Amendments. 

• A failed federal attempt for carbon: the 2009 Waxman-Markey 
Bill (ACESA) and its equivalent 2010 Kerry-Lieberman Bill (APA): 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

⇒ Progress was made at regional level: RGGI and California AB 32. 

ACESA and APA draft bills 

Gases CO2, CH4, N2O, SF6, HFC, PFC, and NF3 

Scope 
Power & heat, transport (upstream coverage). Industrial 

processes later. 85% of US GHG emissions cov. in total. 

Targets –17% by 2020; –42% by 2030; –83% by 2050 (/2005) 

Holistic approach from the outset. Provisions for 2-3 phases and 
sectoral expansion. Provisions for a price corridor. Language for 

integration into the international permit system (+ offsets). 
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Carbon pricing in the US – RGGI 

Gathers nine Northeastern States. 

Gases: CO2 only. 

Scope: power sector only. 

Individual programs based on a 
common model rule. Functions 
as a multiregional ETS. 

RGGI cap composed of 9 individual 
carbon budgets. Revised 
downwards in 2014 (– 45%) + 
further surplus adjustments. 

Supply-side flexibility through: 

- Auction price floor; 

- Volume-restricted cost-
containment reserve. 
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Carbon pricing in the US – Cal ETS 

+ three-tiered APCR 

California ⇿ Québec as from 2014 
(first joint auction). 

Gases: CO2, CH4, N2O, SF6, HFC, PFC, 
NO3 and other fluorinated GHG. 

Scope: electricity, large industry. 
Sectoral expansion as from 
2015: transportation sector. 

Acts as backstop (safety net) to 
other non-pricing policies that 
are part of California AB 32. 

Supply-side flexibility through: 

- Auction reserve price; 

- Three-tiered volume-restricted 
price containment reserve. 
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Carbon pricing in the US – New EPA reg 

• 2007-09: EPA has the authority to regulate carbon emissions. 

• 2013 June 26: Pres. Obama directed EPA to set flexible standards or 
regulations or guidelines for power plants under CAA §111. 

• 2013 Sept 20: New Power Plants: one standard for coal, one for gas. 

• 2014: Existing Power Plants (proposed): – 30% below 2005 by 2030 

 - single statewide carbon intensity targets to be met by 2030 

 - offers flexibility in design: broad statutory language in §111(d) 

 - preserves state leadership & builds on state programs in place 

 - leaves room for regional market-based programs, if equivalent 

 ⇒ new EPA regulation may lead to a greater diversity in carbon 
 pricing mechanisms. 
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Carbon pricing in the US – Conclusion 

• Failed comprehensive federal attempt to reduce carbon pollution via 
cap-and-trade scheme was compensated by progress at state level. 

• However these regional initiatives are not harmonized in terms of 
coverage/scope, design and allowance price. 

 e.g. minimum price in California > maximum price in RGGI. 

• New EPA regulation only covers electricity generation and does not 
lead to a unified federal system (bottom-up approach). 

• It will increase the coverage of US GHG emissions but not necessarily 
via carbon pricing.  

• Even when state numeric goals are achieved through pricing 
systems, prices across schemes won’t be unique ⇒ the carbon 
pricing environment would become more fragmented. 
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Carbon pricing in China: context 

Environment problems appear as hurdles to economic development 

• Largest energy consumer and GHG emitter 

• Per capita carbon emissions: 1/3 of US but close to EU 

• Low level of cumulative CO2 emissions  

 

Commitments on climate change as a vehicle to drive the transition 
to low-carbon development: the latest Five-Year Plan(2011-2015) 
and relevant working plans 

• 17% reduction in carbon intensity  

• 16%  reduction in energy intensity 

• Use of economic instruments to achieve climate targets 
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Carbon pricing in China: the 7 Pilots 

Great flexibility given in ETS design to prepare for a potential national 
scheme ⇒ similarities/differences among pilots 

• Sectors: generally electricity and heavy industries (114-635 entities) 

• Coverage: 35-60% of local emissions  

• Gases: CO2 only (except all 6 GHG in Chongqing) 

• Banking generally allowed and Borrowing prohibited 

• Allowance allocation: mostly free + auction (particularly in Guangdong) 

• Offset use limit 5%-10%: mostly CCER with qualitative restrictions 

 

Market development and trading activities 

• Price discovery: 25-55 RMB(current trading price). Initial price 
indicated by government (e.g. auction or early transaction)  

• First compliance period completed in five Chinese ETS Pilots 

• Trading volumes peaked before compliance (13.5 Mt as of Oct. 10th) 
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Carbon pricing in China: main lessons 

Domestic carbon markets are developing fast with innovative features 
and learning from EU and US experiences 

• Mobilized a broad range of authorities, local bureaus, NGOs, 
academics and carbon professionals 

• The success of pilots is very dependent on local government 
leadership. Differences reflect pilot regions’ perceptions of risk 

• Eager to provide a stable price signal through various approaches 
such as permit reserve (0-10% of total cap), price floor/ceiling 

 

Infrastructure and capacity building needs to be improved and ways 
forward for a national scheme 

• Called for transparent and consistent MRV  

• Carbon pricing should be seen in the broader context of economic 
policy reform: continuity in next FYPs 
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Carbon pricing in Europe, China and America 
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Carbon pricing in Europe, China and America 
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Conclusion 

Serious attempts in the three regions, establishing a carbon price where 
there was none: 

• ~7% of world emissions currently covered 

• The electricity sector is always covered, intensive industries 

• Enlarging scopes, progressive extension of carbon pricing 
 

But still a highly fragmented system: 

• Partial coverage 

• Different prices/tax rates 

• Different market/tax designs, not obviously compatible 
 

Basic economic theory says that it is more efficient to have a single price, 
covering as much emissions as possible 

• Probably a lot to gain from a more coordinated approach 

• It raises governance issues 



Thank you for your attention 
 

www.ChaireEconomieDuClimat.org  
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